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English translation:  
 
University student: In our educational method and system, especially in the German 
department, there are many positive changes. For example, things that we witness, all the 
topics, all the topics of our lessons are discussed in discussion and exchange form. We 
mostly do independent research on a topic given to us by professors. We go to library. 
We collect projects and we give it to our professors. I think I should also remind you that 
although we are content with general situation of the system, the system and educational 
method, if it gets better, it would be nice. For example, we should have more access to 
the internet. There should be internet in each section. For example, we have internet in 
the University library, but it is very limited. If this is expanded, that would be better.   
 
 
 
 
 
About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use everyday. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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